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Abstract—Document retrieval is task of retrieving relevant documents according to user query. This paper solves a major 
problem in text based information retrieval, using the limited set of query terms given by user and extracting small set of 
relevant documents in a large document set. We propose search queries formulation for each query entity based on some 
supplementary information so that to detect target entity from the set of retrieved documents. Proposed method utilizes 
contextual information formed by word relationships contained in the document collection, and auxiliary information is 
given by context terms evaluated through the expression of a relation. To facilitate the specification of search queries and 
document comparison at retrieval time, user key words are compared against taxonomic tree structure computed using 
context database. If the retrieved document is less than top K documents KNN algorithm is applied on taxonomic tree 
structure, to retrieve top K relevant documents. Document relevance is determined by comparing the similarity of search and 
document tree structure. The disclosed system attains greater search precision by retrieving relevant documents based on 
context and facilitating easier search specification.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In this work, we identify Relation Completion is 
one recurring problem that is central to the success of 
the novel application such as information extraction 
and relation extraction. In particular an underlying 
task that is common across those applications can be 
simply modeled as follows, for each query entity α 
from a query list Lα, find its target entity β from a 
target list Lβ,where (α,β) is an instance of some 
semantic relation R. More specifically it relates to 
query based search engines and methods for improved 
searching through used contextual information. 

Main contribution in this work is summarized as 
follows. 

1) We propose context based document retrieval 
using Taxonomic tree structure 

2) We propose an integrated model to learn high 
quality context relation terms and expand methods 
that are based on term frequency. 

3) We propose taxonomic tree based query 
formulation method which selects a small subset of 
search queries to be issued. 

4) We propose a confidence aware method that 
estimates the confidence that a candidate target entity 
is correct one. 

5) We propose K-nearest neighbor algorithm (K-
NN) to traverse to the brother nodes in taxonomic tree 
structure to fetch relevant documents when top K 
documents are not returned. 
 
II. BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW 
 

The basic aim of query driven document retrieval 
system is to find relevant documents based on users 
input query. Since the typical query from the user 

comprises only few keywords, existing techniques 
failed to discriminate between documents having only 
query terms and documents that are actually relevant.  

There are two categories of conventional search 
engines for unstructured data, first one is keyword 
based in which documents are ranked  based on the 
occurrence of keywords provided by the user, and 
second one is categorization based, where documents 
and information within the documents to be searched 
are pre classified.  

Context aware Relation Extraction method gives 
relevant documents from document sets than existing 
pattern based method, by recognizing and exploiting a 
particular context within the document. 

 
A. Learning Relational Expansion Terms 

Contextual document retrieval utilizes existing set 
of linked pairs towards learning relational expansion 
terms. 
B. Learning Candidate Context Terms 

Frequency based model is considered in selecting 
good expansion terms in the conventional Query 
expansion models. Frequency: The context term is 
mentioned frequently across a number of different 
documents that are relevant to given linked pair. 

 
C. Term Frequency based Model 
The frequency based model proposed by the existing 
system CORE [1] considers all retrieved documents as 
equally relevant as long as documents contain α+β. 
 In existing model [1] F+  is set of retrieved documents 
and probability that term e is a context term for a 
given linked pair and is given by 

 

P(e|Q+) = 1/|F+|∑D∈F+ Pfreq(e|D)                           
(1) 
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Where Pfreq(e|D) is probability of term e being 
referred in document D. 
D. Confidence based Termination Model 
A ranking method is required, when more than one 
target entities are found. Using ranking method it is 
necessary to find most possible target entity β for each 
query entity α. 
As proposed in [1] confidence based ranking method 
is used to calculate confidence for each target entity β. 
Frequency freq (β,d) is the number of times target 
entity β appears in document set d. The more times 
target entity β is mentioned in the document set d, 
higher the confidence of β being target entity for the 
user query α 
 
III. PROPOSED APPROACH 
 

In proposed approach relevant documents are 
retrieved for the given user query based on context of 
the document. 

Proposed method utilizes information contained 
in the document collection about the statistics of word 
relationships context and uses context terms learned 
surrounding the expression of a relation as auxiliary 
information. 

 To facilitate the specification of search queries 
and document comparison at retrieval time, user key 
words are compared against taxonomic tree structure 
computed using context database.  

If the retrieved documents are less than top K 
documents K-NN algorithm is applied on taxonomic 
tree structure, to retrieve top K relevant documents. 
Document relevance is determined by comparing the 
similarity of search and document tree structure.  

Algorithm 
Step1: Consider Document from collection. 
Step2: Learning candidate context terms using 
term frequency model. 
Step3: Application of confidence aware ranking 
method. 
Step4: Construction of taxonomic tree structure. 
Step5: Application of K-NN process on tree 
structure. 
Step6: Tree based query formulation. 
Step7: Retrieve the relevant documents related to 
the query. 
System model shown below represents working 
flow of proposed approach 

 

E. Preprocessing 
Preprocessing the document containing pronoun, 

symbols stop words is known as filtration stage. By 
pre-processing this unnecessary information from 
document is removed and concise form of the 
document is stored in the context database. Only the 
important contextual information is carried away for 
the further stages. 

Term Frequency(TF): It is the frequency of the 
term in a document. The number of the times term t 
occurs in a document. 

 Inverse Document Frequency(IDF): 
IDF indicates whether the term is common or rare 
across all documents and IDF is given by ratio of the 
number of documents by number of documents 
containing that term. 
 
 IDF(t) = log (N/df)            
(2) 
 
N indicates is the total number of documents in the 
collection, and df gives the total number of document 
sets with the term t in it. The product of TF and IDF 
gives TF-IDF and is given by 
 
 TF-IDF = TF * IDF                                            
(3) 
 
TF-IDF indicates weighting factor for the document 
retrieval. Term having highest weighting factor gives 
higher value of TF-IDF. That is value increases 
proportionally as term appear in the document. 
Context term with highest TF-IDF is high ranked term 
in the document. 
F. Taxonomic Tree Structure 
Basically the Taxonomic tree is formulated based on 
relation between context terms. In Taxonomic tree 
structure the root of the tree is a blank node which is 
supposed to cover all linked  
pairs. Assume a node nx covers of linked pairs 
S(nx),then the children nodes of nx is the MinCoverSet 
of S(nx). Specifically, the MinCoverSet of the whole 
document set are children nodes of the root node. 
 

 
 
Basically taxonomic tree structure is formulated 

according to the cover based relation between context 
terms. In particular when context term  is learned 
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from linked pair in the document set, we say the 
Context term covers the linked pair. 

In the taxonomic tree structure the root of the 
node is blank node and it covers all relational Context 
terms, and each child node covers minimum Context 
terms which we cal Minimum cover set. Tree 
structure is formed in a descendent order according to 
number of their covered linked pairs. 
G. Tree based Query Formulation method 
We now introduce tree based Query Formulation 
method on taxonomic tree structure. For each user 
query we begin with the root node, and then traverse 
the whole tree in depth first manner. We will keep an 
expansion term set to store the expansion terms. For 
example, if Expansion term set contains {d1, d5, d7}, 
the Relation Query will be d1+d 5+d7+rootnode. 
  In the beginning, at the root node, the expansion term 
set is empty, so the first Relation Query is unexpanded 
to root node. Each time we traverse to a node, we will 
add the each traversed document into expansion term 
set, and then construct Relational Query accordingly.  
Once we submit Relational query we retrieve top K 
documents. Two situations might arise then (we use 
d5 as an example, the current Relational Query should 
be d1+d5+root node). 
 
Situation 1: There are at least one candidate target 
entities whose confidence is higher than a given 
threshold. According to the Confidence Aware 
Termination condition we will exit Query 
Formulation process. 
Situation 2: In second situation if there are N 
documents returned by the current Relational Query 
and N ≤ K, then KNN process is applied to retrieve 
top K relevant documents. 
 
Following steps gives brief idea about KNN process 
applied on taxonomic tree structure. 
 

Algorithm 
Step1: Start 
Step2: Give the query word. 
Step3: Select all data related to query word. 
Step4: If no results found 

1. Stop 
2. Else 

Step5: Retrieve all the contextual documents 
related to keyword. 
Step6: Take K value and range. 
Step7: If ( K > no of documents ) 

Step8: Repeat step 5 with increasing range. 
Step9: Exit. 

H. Information or Document Retrieval System 
Information retrieval system takes user query 

words from search engine interface, using these search 
queries issues queries to context database and 
traversing through tree structure retrieves relevant 
documents and presents it to the user. Based on 
predefined K value K relevant documents are 
retrieved.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 

In this work based on small subset of user query 
words, query is formulated to present relevant set of 
documents using context of the information within 
the document. The proposed approach uses term 
frequency model to calculate weight age of each 
context term in relevant document. Taxonomic tree 
structure built from context database categorizes 
documents in descendent order according to 
relevancy. Tree based Query Formulation is done 
with the help of tree structure, once the user query is 
submitted relevant documents are retrieved, if 
number of documents retrieved is less than  K value, 
K-NN process is applied which retrieves relevant 
documents from neighbour nodes instead of 
presenting user with irrelevant documents or no 
documents at all. The documents can be retrieved 
effectively and precisely using proposed approach. 
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